APP Moratorium: Deforestation Continued
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APP’s forest conservation policy and deforestation

Asia Pulp & Paper’s (APP) Indonesia operations have long focused on the island of Sumatra where it operates two large pulp mills and has most of its plantation operations. But over the past 10 years, APP has slowly been expanding its fiber supplier base into Kalimantan, the Indonesian part of Borneo island. Earlier this year, APP disclosed ten supplier companies in Kalimantan, six in East Kalimantan and four in West Kalimantan province.

In February 2013, the company announced a new “forest conservation” policy (FCP) promising a halt to deforestation and peat degradation. APP has been globally advertising the great benefits the FCP had for Indonesia’s forests. Yet shortly after the announcement Greenomics and Eyes on the Forest (EoF), respectively presented analyses showing how little natural forest APP’s new forest policy actually saved in Sumatra.

Much more natural forest apparently could have been saved had the company not initiated a last minute rush to clear natural forest before the moratorium deadline. In September 2013, the company revealed that 15 suppliers cleared much more tropical forest wood than APP’s pulp mills used. APP reported that only 56% of the natural forest wood cleared before the moratorium (899,663 m³ out of the 1,606,098 m³) had been received by it’s mills by the self-set deadline of August 31, 2013. It appears that the mills did not need the wood left behind in the concessions. They represent forest that the company could have saved had it truly been committed to forest conservation.

The Kalimantan forest monitoring NGO consortium “Relawan Pemantau Hutan Kalimantan” (RPHK), has been analyzing the impact APP’s new conservation policy had on Borneo’s forests. Here it reports how one of APP’s largest suppliers continued deforestation and peat degradation until long after the moratorium deadline, despite the company already having announced that it had a large oversupply of logs in its concessions’ wood depots, and asking civil society to help it find solutions for what to do with all the rotting wood.
APP supplier cleared peatland forest until long after the moratorium deadline

PT. Daya Tani Kalbar (DTK) in West Kalimantan is one of 15 suppliers listed by APP as having cleared natural forest right up to the “forest clearance moratorium” deadline of 31 January 2013\(^7\). APP disclosed that the last minute natural forest clearance rush by its 15 suppliers generated much more tropical forest wood than APP’s pulp mills needed to pulp. Only 56% of the natural forest wood harvested before the onset of the moratorium (899,663 m\(^3\) out of the 1,606,098 m\(^3\)) had been received by APP’s mills by the August 31, 2013, the deadline the company had set to mark the end of natural forest wood supply to its mills\(^7\).

Apparently, this surplus of wood meant little for APP and DTK, the one with the largest natural forest cover remaining out of 10 APP suppliers in Kalimantan according to a RPHK analysis of recent satellite images. Historical satellite images prove DTK continued clearing natural forest standing on peat soil long after the moratorium deadline in three separate areas (Map 1 - 4).

Map 1. PT. Daya Tani Kalbar concession (orange boundary) and the three investigated areas A, B and C (blue boundary, hand delineated from APP’s “moratorium map” published on APP’s “dashboard”) and Landsat image of 30 January 2013, a day before the moratorium deadline. RPHK had previously reported observing clearance of natural forest at location D (S0°45'37.80" E109°48'55.21") on 18 March 2013.

APP published a "moratorium map" for DTK dated "Jan 31st, 2013" on its “dashboard” (https://tft.chainfood.com/). It shows three “pulpwod plantation areas”, A, B & C (Map 1 - 4)\(^5\), implying these areas had already lost natural forest. RPHK analysed historical satellite images (Maps 2 - 4) and conducted a field investigation in November 2013 (Figure 1 & 2). RPHK found that "pulpwod plantation areas” A, B and C identified on APP’s “moratorium map” still had blocks of natural forest remaining on the day before the moratorium deadline of 31 January 2013\(^5\). These blocks had disappeared by November 2013.

DTK deforested up to 1,400 ha of natural forest in and around areas A, B and C without completed High Conservation Value, High Carbon Stock, or peat expert studies after 31 January 2013 in clear violation of APP’s moratorium and forest conservation policy (see Box 1).
Map 2, 3 & 4. MoF land cover map for 2011 and historical satellite images between September 2012 and November 2013 in and around the “pulpwood plantation” areas A, B & C delineated from the “moratorium map as of 31 January 2013” published by APP (light blue polygons) show that DTK did not complete the originally planned natural forest clearance to develop its plantations by 31 January 2013 and continued to deforest for around half a year beyond the moratorium deadline. Map legend - C: cleared area, NF: natural forest, OP: oil palm plantation, P: pulpwood plantation, S: shrub area. Photo locations are indicated by yellow dots with yellow numbers in 22 November 2013 Landsat image in each map (see Figures 1 & 2 for the photos).
Box 1. APP’s policy commitments and “Moratorium Protocol” text.

APP’s Forest Conservation Policy writes:

“**Policy commitment 1:** APP and its suppliers will only develop areas that are not forested, as identified through independent HCVF and HCS assessments.”

“From 1st February 2013 all natural forest clearance has been suspended whilst HCV and HCS assessments are completed. No further clearance of areas identified as forest will take place.”

“no further canal or other infrastructure activities will take place within undeveloped suppliers’ concessions on non-forested peatland until independent HCVF assessments including input from peat experts has been completed”.

APP’s Moratorium Clearance Protocol presented to NGOs in West Kalimantan on 26 February 2013 stated:

“Logging and land clearing was discontinued after January 31, 2013. Either in areas of natural forest stands, areas of Open Land (LT) and Young Scrub (BM) until there is verification”.

“All heavy equipment (A2B) which are used for logging activities, land clearing, road and canal development (corresponding to the list that has been submitted) will be stored in predetermined areas”.
Area A and location D are inside a large overlap area with an oil palm plantation concession of PT. Gerbang Benua Raya (GBR) (Map 5). When RPHK discovered natural forest clearance in DTK after the moratorium around location D in March 2013\textsuperscript{viii}, APP contractor TFT\textsuperscript{xiv} argued that GBR was responsible for clearing, DTK had not relationship with GBR, and this was not a moratorium violation.

The “Grievance List” posted at APP’s “dashboard” writes that the “moratorium breach in DTK and ATP in West Kalimantan” by RPHK was “Verified – no breach by ATP and DTK” and the status of the grievance is “Completed\textsuperscript{xv}.”

RPHK countered TFT’s explanation saying that “If overlapping allegation in forest clearance is proved true, then it shows failure of PT DTK in fulfilling its legal obligation to prevent illegal logging and illegal land clearing its own concession\textsuperscript{xvi}.”

RPHK’s November investigation showed that the overlap issue with GBR seems to still be unresolved by government and the two companies. Satellite images show that deforestation of APP’s “moratorium area” continues in the area below marker A on the Map 2. Field observations show that some of the area was planted with oil palm seedlings but most of it was not planted at all.

In September 2013, APP/TFT conducted a field survey of the DTK concession with NGOs, Greenpeace and JPIK Focal Point West Kalimantan in attendance. They checked stock inventories of harvested natural forest timber in three locations (MHW 1, 2 and 3 on Map 6), two of them inside Area A. However, APP/TFT did not report on the continuing forest clearance operations in areas A, B or C. APP/TFT also did not explain that the wood piles observed may have included natural forest timber cleared after the moratorium deadline.

RPHK’s November field investigation found new log piles in Area B (Map 6, locations 13, 14 and 15 where three photos were taken), which were not recorded in the timber stock inventory by APP, TFT, GP and JPIK Focal Point West Kalimantan in September, despite the fact that the September site visit was supposed to check all log yards.

APP/TFT’s “FCP Implementation Team” reported 167.25 ha of FCP and moratorium breaches in its September report. Surprisingly, the 1,400 ha breach by APP supplier DTK was not mentioned\textsuperscript{xvii, xviii}. The team only wrote that it:

- “identified moratorium breaches totaling an area of 69.45 ha of HCS forest”\textsuperscript{xxvii} within concessions of PT. Bumi Mekar Hijau, PT. Bumi Andalas Permai and PT. SBA (South Sumatra province)
- “confirmed the clearance of 70 ha of natural forest”\textsuperscript{xvii} in PT. Riau Indo Agropalma in Riau province, a moratorium breach first reported by a local NGO coalition, Eyes on the Forest\textsuperscript{xvii}.
- “confirmed […] new peatland development had occurred”\textsuperscript{xvii} and that 27.8 hectares was cleared on peatland, because “HCS and HCV assessments are ongoing in this area”\textsuperscript{xvii} in PT. Bina Duta Laksana concession in Riau province.
Map 6. Location of three log yards of DTK, inventoried by APP, TFT, Greenpeace and JPIK Focal Point West Kalimantan in September 2013 in Area A and C (MWH 1, 2, 3) and a new log yard found by RPHK in November 2013 in Area B (13, 14 & 15), which was not inventoried during the September audit.
Figure 1. Photos 1 to 6 taken during the independent audit by RPHK in Area A on 23 November 2013.

1. Natural forest wood harvested for pulp production (taken at S0°44'7.10" E109°51'47.39").

2. Deforested peatland with some ramin trees left standing (taken at S0°44'32.46" E109°52'12.14").

3. Drainage canal and deforested peat soil (taken at S0°44'44.15" E109°51'40.30").

4. Deforested peat soil with young oil palm and natural forest remaining on the right (taken at S0°45'17.78" E109°51'38.63").

5. Natural forest at the edge of the cleared area (taken at S0°45'4.21" E109°52'45.27").

6. Logged tropical forest trees with natural forest remaining in the background (photo taken at S0°44'28.66" E109°53'16.35").
Figure 2. Photos 7 and 8 taken during the independent audit by RPHK in Area B on 23 November 2013.
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